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Why have I started to scribble ? 

 

19 Feb 19 

 

Really all started almost 3 years ago when I read about SIPPs (Self Invest Personal Pension). 

Possibly (and depending on your view point) the best thing George Osborne did as 

Chancellor. The pensions industry has for decades held a strangle hold on retirement funding 

and been allowed to charge enormous fees for doing little more than a bit of random 

guesswork. (As I found when I started to simulate large portfolio holdings and just randomly 

picking them … a future article). 

 

The basic premise of a SIPP is a platform provider hosts the cash and the individual can pick 

what they invest in within that platform. Multiple SIPP's can be held to cater for the different 

platform biases, but basically, they all charge a fee (mostly) based on total holding and 

transaction charges. Some have evolved to provide model portfolios but really they are just as 

mired in the old world heavy cost bias and so far seem limited in being worth it. The 

exception (again arguably) is Vanguard who have been enormously successful in the USA by 

charging very low fees and giving a high degree of transparency. Fees, as another article idea 

I have, is one of the biggest factors in long term return there is. 

 

Anyway, I started transferring some of my several individual pension funds (all stakeholder 

or older equivalent), and started 'playing' with small amounts. Interestingly I learned a lot 

about scale and the cost drag of small holdings. NOTE: no defined pensions transferred and 

anyone thinking of doing so needs proper financial advice .. caveat emptor 

 

I stumbled a bit and lost some money (a few thousand) and then was successful in some 

others so overall about balanced. I did see that had I left the money where it was originally it 

would have grown more. Very depressing, but again, lesson lesson lesson … investing is a 

long game and education has a price. The piper will be paid one way or another. I did 

however realise I may cock up and so 'gambled' small amounts. I say 'gambled' because 

however informed I felt I was, I have subsequently realised I really was not looking at 

holdings right. 

 

At this time I was about 52 years and I thoroughly expected to work into my 60's but hoped 

not to have to work to state pension age (for me 67). So in the end, I decided that whatever 

was to grow mid term needed to be rather more new than existing technology. More 

confident in this space after a lifetime as an engineer, so banking, insurance, medical, farming 

etc I really knew little about 

 

At the time, I worked in the automotive industry and although I personally was not working 

on electrification, I did start to take an interest. This led me to look at UK energy generation 

and what I saw was rather horrifying. Anyone thinking mass electrification in the UK for cars 

is happening fast is in for a shock - there just is not the generation capacity and worse the 

distribution network to get it to vehicles in their millions. It is even worse in many overseas 

countries.  Ultimately this led me to look at storage as a must have technology and one that 

must be a rapid growth area. Finally  I stumbled on to a battery system called VFRB 

(Vanadium Redox Reflow Battery) … more on this a lot later. 
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Suffice to say I found the technology area I wanted to invest in … around +600% on my 

investment so far and only just getting going. I started small and ended up very heavily 

invested in a limited basket .. more on that and why it is OK (sometimes) another time. It 

does lead me to look at divestment strategies, timeframes and longer term financial goals I 

never thought possible. 

 

So what are my personal goals ? 

 

 

Personal Goals 

 

At this time I was about 52 years old and I did think I would have to work  (and by that I 

mean paid work) perhaps to 64 or 65 and my wife earlier to 57/58 as her parents were getting 

on. 

 

So the goal was really no more that getting to that age if not earlier with a decent fund sum 

enough to provide a modest retirement income mortgage paid off. What most definitely was 

not the case was that I had any idea what we would need, or indeed what size of funds would 

be needed to generate it in anything other than a crude sense. For example, annuity rates of 

about 2% index linked or 2.5-3% were available fixed. Not hard to do some maths. If I 

needed (say) 20K then a fund of £1M was needed … wow !! How could this be correct ? 

 

And this is where a bit of basic maths demonstrates how bad annuity returns are. I would 

have had to live to almost 100 years old just to get my money back, let alone any growth in it. 

For the many things Osborne did not do right, breaking open pension funds to allow an 

individual to take some charge was not one of those. 

 

Why have I put financial stuff in my personal goals ? Because that was how I felt...… then I 

discovered the FIRE way of thinking: Financial Independence Retire Early. This is not the 

same thing as stopping work as I was to discover and rather changed my thinking as a result. 

 

Financial Goals 

 

Interestingly, when I first started to look at this, I did rather feel that personal and financial 

goals were pretty much the same. Not so. One of the things about FIRE is that it ask the 

question 'how much do you really need ?' This is not as intuitive or as easy to formulate as it 

sounds …. another idea for a doodle later. 

 

Suffice to say my financial goals have been shown the door and replaced with rather more 

ambitious ones now LTA limits are likely to be breeched. Money is not the answer to woes, 

but it sure can make for an easier ride. Also, along the road this last year I discovered that 

care costs for us both should they be needed must be factored in. We don't have children and 

no really close relatives. It all gets spent on us, good causes and whatever is left to various 

charities. But care costs especially with an element of medical care can easily be knocking on 

£100K right now. So as part of looking to how long funds must be maintained I now need to 

factor in a level of a few years extensive care .. just in case. Oh boy … the funds needed are 

getting larger and larger !. The issues around care opens up the really terrible social situation 

the 'west' particularly is in - decades of expansion, consumption, reduced family size and 

migration. The long term care needs will not on the whole be provided by families as they 
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either don't exist or are too spread geographically. Its a social timebomb - not something we 

much fancy... so more planning and investment care needed. 
 

 

Factors Affecting Investment Returns 

 

21 Feb 19 

 

Compounding 
 

One of the things that surprised me more than I thought was the impact of costs on long term 

performance. It was not until I created a simple spreadsheet did the penny drop. Albert 

Einstein once said that ‘Compounding is the eighth wonder of the world’. And there in lies 

the real secret the financial industry would rather you did not see. Is it any wonder the 

financial services industry is so wealthy and hold such economic power. 

 

We shall see. Let’s first of all understand what compounding actually means.  

 

Essentially, in mathematics there are many types of series, but for practical purposes, I 

consider there to be two: Arithmetic & Geometric (as I was taught in A-Level pure maths). 

Pretty much everything else is a variation on themes. Arithmetic series are characterised by 

each number being separated by a fixed constant. For example, 1,3,5,7 and 2,8,14,20. 

Geometric series the gap between the numbers changes in a non-linear fashion (getting 

smaller or larger). 

 

It is very easy to look at a holding and a target return and see it gives 3%, 4%, 5% return in a 

year. The issue is what happens the following year. Now that depends on whether the return 

is reinvested or removed. Fundamentally, that is the difference between a straight Arithmetic 

return and a Geometric (or compounded) one. 

 

Just creating a simple model investing £10,000 with a yield of 5%. 

 

Option 1 -  just take the yield and leave capital means taking £500 pa and at 10 years 

the capital and yield collected would have returned £15,000 .. 50% !! sounds great 

 

Option 2 – re-invest the yield. End of 10 years the capital is worth £16,289 .. +63% … 

even better 

 

So on the face of it a slightly better worth by re-investing  …. Oops … forgot about two 

factors (ignoring costs right now)… Inflation, and capital growth. 

 

Add in Inflation 
 

Lets assume inflation is a round 2%. This means that each year a fixed amount of money is 

worth less. If I have £100 today, in a year’s time in real terms it will be worth £98, the 

following year in real terms £96.04. That is ‘real terms in todays money’. Net Present Value 

(NPV is a simple concept – it tries to model the real value of forward cash flows to allow 

investment choices to be compared, but can be tricky to be really accurate. In the end, I use 
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KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid). As a private Investor (PI), I just want a pretty good idea – I 

am not getting it to the exact penny for a tax return !. 

 

So, with inflation at 2%, 

 

Option 1 (NPV) -  Total return of £12,911 

Option 2(NPV) – Total capital value of £13,581  

 

Again .. this really does not sound a lot of difference 

 

What about if I use a basic fund growth rate of the same as inflation (2%) 

 

Option 1 (NPV) -  Total return of £15,154 

Option 2(NPV) – Total capital value of £16,401  

 

Mmmmhhh … still not showing a lot of total return difference. Well, maybe that is because 

Total return is not the only picture.  

 

For the last simulation (2% growth + 2% inflation), the NPV of the respective yields relative 

to the initial investment is 5.0% and 7.7% respectively (ie, still £500 for option 1, but £766 

for option 2: almost 54% more yield in real terms). 

 

The power of compounding is not in growth . Growth is growth and based a wide variety of 

market factors. The power of compounding is to create greater future income streams. 

 

What about a basic Idea of Cost impact 
 

Perhaps more on costs another time, but for a quick look, if I assume the platform and 

transaction costs run at 0.8% pa and just deduct this from growth (just as its simple to see the 

effect) then the effective growth rate would be 1.2%. 

 

Option 1 (NPV) -  Total return of £14,212 (6.2% less), Yield (NPV) £464 (7.2% less) 

Option 2(NPV) – Total capital value of £15,215  (7.2% less), Yield (NPV £716 (6.4% 

less) 

 

It is not hard to see the impact of costs. And interestingly, the balance of Yield rates, Growth 

rates and relative investment risk along with costs governs what the real returns can be. It is 

not hard with a simple spreadsheet to show that a very low cost holding with a modest growth 

and yield could outperform a higher growth holding with a higher set of costs. This is why 

the phrase ‘you cannot beat the market in the long run’ is used by passive investors so much. 

Active management can and does give very high returns … but not forever. Just look at how 

Woodford has performed since setting up his own fund. It is also why firms like Vanguard 

have taken so much market share – KISS and keep the costs low. 

 

As I intend exploring in the future, simulation is a very useful way of evaluating the impact 

of costs, or risks and of particular approaches to re-investment and divestment. I found that 

trying to create something that would ‘predict’ is futile, and it was only when I started to try 

and understand behaviour of the numbers that the picture sharpened for me. Ultimately 

leading to ideas such as ‘Bucket Strategy’, Modelling future personal income needs and the 

like. 
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In Summary 
 

• Compounding is not about increasing fund value (that is a mere effect) 

• Compounding is a means to secure Higher real terms income and mitigate against 

inflation and random negative growth periods 

 

I feel sure may have a different view -  but so far, this one works for me and helps me keep a 

focus on long term goals and not short term fluctuations 

 

 

 

Note: Nothing constitutes investment advice or every single factor in decision making. These 

are my musings as I see them and not in any way a defacto final answer to any situation. 

YOU are the master of your own destiny and any decisions are yours, and yours alone 
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So how do we know what we need ? 
3rd March 2019 
 

So how much does anyone need ? Interesting question and similar to the old one ‘how 
long is a piece of string ?’ 

Question really is ‘what does need mean ?’ Maslow had an answer with his hierarchy of 
needs. 

In terms of FIRE, perhaps the thing to do is to look at need in terms of banding. What is 
essential (ie, just have to have it to live), What is pretty essential (ie what we really need 
but could forgo, or reduce if we really had too), and what is really just discretionary. In 
essence, the priority of spending is in that order. 

Essentials 

• Housing 
• Utilities 
• Household bills 

Pretty Essential – i.e. need but some discretion could be applied 

• Car – could have a smaller or older one, or just one per family. 
• Veh Fuel – there is a minimum need for travel, but think about it. Lots could 

be foregone 
• Insurance – yes there are options (often risky though) 

Real Discretionary Spend 

• Lifestyle 
• Holidays 
• Home improvements 
• Gifts 

Its actually very easy to get carried away and try to think of every single thing … not a 
very useful thing to do and no practical. Just be boring after a month. So the following 3 
images are shot of a slightly simplified tracker I use which some numbers populating. 

Starting with Essentials: Household Bills, Mortgage, Car costs, Phone & Shopping. One 
thing to note is that aside from the fixed elements, things like car costs, phones and 
shopping can to some extent be compressed - its all about the choices you have: beans 
on toast vs smoked salmon. This is why so many of the musings I have read fail to really 
grasp the picture ,- its all about choice. As there are no absolutes, for me the way to 
make sense is to construct a picture and see what happens when different elements flex. 

Some Numbers 

Note: The clips of spreadsheets are real from a slightly simplified one I have used for years. 
Lots of numbers are made up or rounded about for effect and as I do not want all my 
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personal figures on the internet. In the end, the story is about creating a picture so its 
really about the construction and structure. A few numbers are coloured in Yellow. This is 
just how I show actuals (coloured) vs planned/estimated. I have toyed with variance 
tracking but it just gets too complicated and busy. In the end, it is all about your personal 
picture for yourself. KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid) 

 

Now Discretionary Spend. These are items you could pretty well do without if you had 
too. 
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And in summary... 
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WOW ! .. do I need 55 grand !! 

… nah …. This is just an all in if +if + if +if … 

Now one year does not a picture make. What it makes is a snapshot. A picture is a few 
years worth. 

  

A Bigger Picture -  Forward Forecast 

For example, we can roll up the current year and make predictions for forward years. 
For each line item I have an annual increment % I apply and they are different. Some 
will go up with inflation and others (particularly energy) will go up at a higher rate for 
the forceable future. 

 
Other items I don’t increment so in effect I am reducing outgoings in real terms. It does 
not matter if this turns out to be incorrect, make an adjustment for future years. It is 
also really important to remember that outgoings start to diminish naturally with age. 
Not seen any hard and fast rule, but it seems self-evident that 70 onwards a bit more 
sedate may well be in order. Other items may well reduce such as cars. We have two 
cars but can see a time when we only need one. 
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Now this is more useful !! 

  

Limits 

In this I can see that (assuming we decide to pay off the mortgage this year) we need 
from next year about £20K. Start adding in Provisions for things (like home 
improvements, new kitchen and the like), add in a lot of travel and holidays we plan and 
suddenly its around the £40K pa mark. I make an assumption as to annual increment or 
not and the rate. It’s a guess. So what if out turns out wrong. Review the figures and 
update next year. 

There are other items that could be added, for example new cars. We may just lease or 
we may just take some of our funds and just buy. What for me matters more is to look at 
the main spend items and see a picture. The picture basically says we can live modestly 
for 20K pa or very nicely for twice that. 

  

In Summary 

 
Everything else is just a shade of grey. Don’t get hung up on absolutes -  look at the 
picture, understand the boundaries and just adjust as you go along. 

 
There are no hard and fast rules. Some of the online materials I have seen just seem 
bizarre. The Nth degree is not nearly as important as something simple to maintain and 
simple to revise, not least because the fund returns one gets will most definitely govern 
useful spend. And fund returns are very much affected by the point in economic cycles 
that they are used. Its called Sequence Risk and forms a critical part of long term 
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financial planning. It’s also why having a clear forward budget plan and clearly 
identified essentials, desirable and highly discretionary matter so much. 

When putting numbers together the really important thing is to run over time. As can be 
seen above, a one year summary is a snapshot. It does not tell me or help me 
understand what my funds need to deliver in 3, 5  or 10 years time. Also, by updating 
with real numbers annually a better set of estimates will emerge. I tend to be fairly 
conservative so pretty sure my top end numbers will be a fairly hard limit (assuming we 
don't go off to New Zealand to visit friends business class !!), and looking at how I 
generated my bottom end, I feel fairly confident I have a solid working range for us to 
plan. 

 
Of course, I run mine out to aged 90 even though I am not at all sure my creaking bones 
will last that long. Above example is just a bit simplified for space . Above all, create 
something that works for you. 
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Looking at the asset side – net worth 
 

3rd March 2019 
 

I guess the real question is 'what is Net worth ?' I use the term 'what' as it is not as 
obvious at it seems. For example, what do we include, what do we exclude and just as 
important is when do we do the calculation. 

In the world of finance, it is common for fund managers to run an end of day calculation 
(in reality it is often more and even in some cases a live view). Anyone who has seen the 
film Margin Call (based on the 2008 financial crash) may remember when panic set in as 
the firm was theoretically insolvent several times in a month. They essentially did a sum 
of all parts (assets & liabilities) and came to a negative number - a very big one in the 
100's of millions. 

For us at home and looking at our own fund management, we simply do not need this 
level of detail. What we need is a fairly accurate picture once or twice a year and over 
time to see patterns and trajectories. It is incredibly satisfying to watch the amount 
owed on a mortgage go down and the house price go up year on year. We all fall for the 
illusion we are richer... but it sure makes you feel better. 

Why illusion ? Well, in the case of a home, we have to live somewhere, and unless we are 
selling to downsize frankly whether we have £10K mortgage and £300K home, or 200K 
mortgage and £300K home is of no real relevance day to day. 

 

The graph charts our outstanding mortgage vs estimated value over the past few years 
with an extrapolation to term (if we choose not to pay of early).  

The material factor is when we stop paying a mortgage - that lowers (often 
significantly) our outgoings and can give us enormous lifestyle options ….. enter stage 
left the FIRE movement. 

Currently our LTV ratio is less than 20% which is great, but has a much bigger 
implication long term, should there be a big housing correction in the next 4 or 5 years. 
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One of the key disciplines the FIRE approach tries to get over is balancing risk. Clearly if 
you have a loan at 85% of value and the market crashes 20% you are stuck often with 
banks seeking to reduce their balance sheet liabilities. But with 20% if the market 
crashes 20%, we still have a very healthy margin and the banks leave us alone. FIRE is 
not just about independence, its about giving control back to us and not others, and 
giving us the freedom to chose... to have options. FIRE is about taking the stance of 
picking a moment in time regularly to review those options and decide 'what next ?'. 
Long term this has implications with fund returns, sustainable withdrawal rates and 
sequence returns …. future topics to muse on ! 

  

What is out there that may already do this ? 

Well, a scan about shows various tools from the ludicrously simple (to the point of 
irrelevance) to the very complex including some online management tools. One often 
mentioned (particular by those in the USA) is 'Personal Capital' . Lots rave about it, but 
aside from being a US system it has one fundamental flaw. It relies on you giving over 
some personal information and (although being non US I could not get that far) some 
level of banking and fund account details. This just seems to me to be less than safe & 
secure. Perhaps I am being over-cautious, but the rapid growth of online scamming, 
phishing and financial fraud does suggest keeping your own details private is a good 
thing. Also, these systems are just not necessary. I mean … how often do you really need 
to look at your personal picture ? 

For me, the key criteria that evolved was it had to be simple, maintainable and give a 
clear picture. Later on I started thinking about integrating with an income & outgoings 
tracker and forecaster to give a much wider picture but I will save that for another time 
as there are rather more options and factors to consider. 

  

So what goes into a NET Asset Value Tracker ? 

Simply put .. a list of assets and liabilities. 

But again, I come back to one of the bigger goals - its all about a picture. So a long list is 
not really very useful even if its the overall bottom line you might be interested in. 

My Tracker has 5 sheets: Cash, Liabilities, Assets, Pensions and a Summary page, and 
below is a simplified snap of the summary. Similar format on each other sheet - just line 
item all you want to break down and be consistent. 

Note: lots of numbers changed, multi-liners aggregated etc - this is an example for effect 
and not my actuals 
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If one item (say a Loan) ends or is closed and you take another, just add another line 
item. This way there is no mucking about with notes over time .. its all just clear. 

 

  

There is nothing magical in any of this. Each fund you have can be line itemised and 
recorded. Just pick a date and be consistent - it is a snapshot. I chose 10th April because 
the year I started that was effectively the end of my tax year. Pick 31 Dec if you prefer. 
Add a column every 3 moths, or 6 months.  It matters not as the value is to trend over 
time and just give you a picture. 
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Simulation 

 

8th March 2019 

 

Simulation is a rather large subject with a lot of very complex mathematics ... well ... it 
can be ;-). So over time I will do a set of articles covering a broad band of areas starting 
with the question of 'What is Simulation ?'. Other areas I have interest in and touched 
my world in the past year include Predicting a sequence - some amazing papers on 
randomisation, using Brownian motion as a predictor and what trends are. Some ideas 
about introducing shocks to a prediction sequence (great for giving your forecast a 
stress-test), multiple running (such as Monte Carlo) and a bit about statistics (dull as 
dishwater really but just a few basics are needed). 

I have had more fun playing around with simulation than I care to say in the past year. 
Mostly, as I started form a point of 'I have absolutely no idea'.... but the engineer in me 
rather guided the approach I took. Yes, random, yes at times all over the place , but heck, 
I am retired and can go where any interest takes me. 

 

As a PI, why bother with Simulation ? 

Its a good question. After all, we base our decisions on looking at data, like the financial 
reports of stocks, of funds, of anything we want to invest in ..... right ? 

Well... yes if we want to 'fire and forget' ... no if we actually want to take charge. 

One of the great paradoxes causing much naval gazing and scratching of the head is the 
term 'analysis'. Even the best experts get it wrong. A securities data is not always 
complete, does not always have the most up to date trading data, does not know that 
suddenly the market will change .. etc etc etc. The best we can do is understand what 
some of the terms mean, what is behind some of the maths and ratios, have a broad feel 
for whether there is a trend, an undervaluation or over-valuation. We can look at the 
management team and see what has changed and then start to delude ourselves into 
thinking nothing will change. Note I do not include broker recommendations. I simply 
have yet to see any that are accurate and the herd of brokers all coming up with 
different views rather suggests they don't know any more than we do much of the time 
… use broker recommendations with a real pinch of salt is my advice. 

I got very much into analysis early on. I bought books on it, looked at charting, brushed 
up on my financial training (years ago) and re-learned to read a balance sheet .... dull as 
watching paint dry. But if we have a handle (even a basic one) on past performance 
metric's, we could make some educated estimation of what might happen in the future. 

Enter stage left .... Simulation. 

  

Simulation is just another name for Forecasting ... right ? 

Wrong .. ! 
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Forecasting (and this is my interpretation in financial planning), is essentially a linear 
prediction. For example, if inflation is 2% every year, I can forecast that my £1.00 is 
worth (in real terms) £0.98 next year, then £0.96, £0.94, £0.92, £0.90, £0.89 .. etc in 
subsequent years. We can make an assumption as to how a line item in our outgoings 
changes over time and simply compute an answer. Just using a simple substitution table 
of some variables we can map out boundaries of possible end points. Very useful and 
simple way of creating a big picture. 

Simulation on the other hand is for me rather more about a level of variability in the 
parameters which means each 'run' could yield a different answer. In other words, there 
is an element of randomness to the computation. For example, if the function 'RAND()' 
returns a number between 0 and 1, we could say annual growth is a trend of 1.5% + a 
random element we could calculate as [(rand()-0.5)/10]. Run this and get a set of 
annual growth numbers. Plotted and a cumulative line shows a 'sort' of quasi-random 
movement. 

 

If we run this a few times, we could get a set of possible outcomes. So each 'run' gives a 
different end point. 

 

 

To be effective, simulation is likely to cover a number of variables. By mapping out a 
large number of possible outcomes, we can use statistics to help us quantify likely 
tolerance of outcomes. 
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Does this make simulation wrong ? 

No ! Each answer is as valid as any other as a possibility. 

So each 'run' gives a different end point. Later in the series I am going to delve into 
Monte Carlo and how that approach can give us a statistically valid picture of the 
possible outcomes... and that is something useful. Remember... Risk is a term we use to 
describe variability in the possible outcomes. Simply put, the higher the risk, the higher 
the spread of outcomes. Simulation gives us the chance to quantify in terms of 
probability - and that can give us an edge or at the very least help us see what is more 
(or less) likely to happen. 

All dull mathematics ... wish I had paid more attention at school and university !! 

  

Accuracy 

How accurate do we need to be ? 

Another really good question ? Do we need to be 99.9% accurate, 95%, 90% or just 
better than 50%. Later on, I want to discuss statistics and in particular look at what is 
termed 'Confidence' levels. In other words we can predict that (say) 9 times out of 10 
the outcomes would be in range X, or 25% of the time in range Y. 'Confidence' is about 
narrowing the band of outcomes we might want or expect to get. In the end, they are 
just numbers, but numbers that help us paint and keep a view of the overall picture. 

There is no system that can possible give a 100% answer. there are simply too many 
variables. It was only when I started looking at the problem of forecasting in terms of 
some basic simulation and statistics that I started to get a clearer idea of possible 
outcomes.  

Frankly, if we are better than 95% right year on year we would be amazing stars 
snapped up by the big funds to manage them. In reality it is pretty hard to get numbers 
much better than 50% accurate. If you do not think that is true just consider how many 
fund managers actually beat the market year on year on year. The big classic in the UK is 
Woodford. Star over many years as a contrarian investor but when going alone and 
setting a very large fund up with vast numbers piling in (on past reputation), they find 
the last 2 years to have been rather negative. This does not mean long term success 
evades, but does remind us that if there was big crystal ball we would all win all the 
time. 

Fortunately, there is a body of work that was published around 100 years ago following 
the great Wall Street Crash that sought to minimise errors and improve confidence of 
likely bands of prediction. This is loosely termed 'Portfolio Management'  -  a 
considerable future area of musing. This, along with some realistic and conservative 
simulation massaged with a bit of Statistics can, I think, help us manage our funds at 
least as well as the many champagne-guzzling city slickers. 
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Boundaries 

It is no good creating wild variables that give a massive spread in possible outcomes. 
Fundamentally, we should have a goal .. a trend in mind .. a target.  

When I mused on how much we might need I came to a conclusion of the minimums as 
well as a sum to live very well. Note that I don't call it 'maximum' … there is just no such 
thing and indeed, a short number of very positive yearly returns may well lead us to re-
consider what is needed in light of greater funds and slightly shorter probable lifespan. 
A re-appraisal of Sequence Risks... more another time. 

What Simulation helps provide is a picture of the possible boundaries of fund values 
and the boundaries of spending (remember, we may well want to simulate a level of 
variable outgoings as well). 

The most important thing though is to use realistic variables and be conservative. It is 
possible to simulate variable returns, sector, market, country and global shocks, but 
having played about, the level of complexity is very high and I prefer a much simpler 
way to look at outcomes. A modest set of target growths, an appreciation of real 
volatility, a conservative view of likely headwinds a balanced approach is not going to 
give the most accurate answer … but the answer is likely to enable us to have far greater 
confidence of minimums and  reduce the temptation to see an endless gravy train 
ahead: the so called 'proximity mindset'. 

  

Using simulation is a great way to help see a bigger picture involving a lot of 
independently moving variables. It is not a way to crystal ball the future, but much more 
a means to help us bound the possible and probably short, medium and long term 
returns and personal usage (remember... we spend differently as we get older and each 
outgoing stream should not be assumed to always increase). 
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A Bit More on Compounding 

 

13th March 2019 

 

I wrote earlier about my view of compounding in the fund and how it is really about 
income streams. By chance I had decided to re-look at long term burner virtual portfolio 
I set to fire & forget and see what happened. 
  
About 18 months ago I started to think about how I would structure my pension funds 
when I come to crystallising it and what I wanted the funds to do. As a result of starting 
this I ended up looking at different asset strategies, what different individuals posted 
and started looking at how I might run things. 
  
One thing I did know, was that a part of the funds I wanted to be predominantly income 
generating but with a decent likelihood of some growth. Lots of sectors available, but 
some research I did 2 years ago for a talk I was giving led me to really take more of a 
look at renewables. 
  
I am not going to explain in detail how I arrived at the four funds I detail below –  some 
guesswork, some analysis, some taking a view of risk, but rather brush over some 
salient points and look at the performance. The point to make goes back to my earlier 
post on compounding – its about future resilient income streams and not about capital 
growth. 
  
To cut the story short I ended up putting four stocks into a virtual portfolio: 
  

• Foresight Solar (FSFL) 
• NextEnergy Solar (NESF) 
• The Renewable Infrastructure Group (TRIG) 
• Greencoat UKW (UKU) 

Between them they have a decent spread of solar and wind assets across the UK and a 
cluster in the south of France. Some decent if a bit erratic at times growth, and certainly 
do not seem on the most loved list of many – not very sexy holdings. They currently 
have varying degrees of stability and financial status All have an SP currently at a 
premium to NAV and are low to medium risk and seen as cash generative with dividend 
policies of increasing the pay-out largely in line with inflation. 
  
Note to the wise –  none of this means change could not happen, significant costs suddenly 
arise (large amounts of regulatory changes can have big impacts). Any investment 
decision you make is yours alone and in no way do I recommend any of these holdings 
–  DYOR. 
  
So anyway, I took a look at what has happened in the past 18 months and then 
extrapolated a bit out another 5 years: remember my earlier post on basic simulation … 
no need to be fancy, just create the picture. 
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To make things just a bit simpler I have made some assumptions: yield stays the same 
and SP rises 1.2% pa (very conservative); re-investment costs are 0.5% (tax) and £12 
transaction); SP used is the close price (just more of a phaff to sort a spread out and 
really this is about a bigger picture). A couple of figure are in yellow as they are declared 
but not paid so just assumed the SP remains the same. Total investment was £10K in 
each (so a £40K lump). 
  
So a really simple fire and forget arrangement…. 
  
  

First Pass – lets take all dividend payments as income. 

So the simple spreadsheet just detailed holding at start, dividends paid, the price at the 
time and computes value and in the case of reinvestment (below) the new holding. Just 
a vary basic and simple extrapolation out 5 years after that. 

 

 

 

The first thing to observe is that the income stream does go up, but very slowly (and almost 

certainly not in line with inflation: remember I chose a very conservative growth rate). In reality 

the whole portfolio is acting closer to how a bond fund would feel with a relatively static 

outflow of cash and a very modest upward (usually) trend in the holding value. 
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In nearly every respect this strategy will loose money in the long run due to costs 

and inflation, but will provide a stable (if not reducing) income stream. 

  

Just remember – this may very well be acceptable: you can’t take it all with you and just having a 

decent income plan might be enough for you. I really dislike the pundits who constantly bang on 

about ‘maintaining capital’ .. what they really mean is ‘maintaining their active fees’. 

  

Now lets compound a bit and assume that for this duration all dividend 
payments are re-invested. 

  

Same spreadsheet but you will see the line item ‘bought’ showing the new stock purchased. 

 

 

 

What is immediately striking are three things: 

1. The dividend payments go up in a gently exponential curve 
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2. The total holding in each stock has increased by around half over the 6.5 
years giving an effective yield on original capital almost 60% more 

3. The SP growth over the 6.5 years is around the 10% mark (I made a 
conservative growth estimate remember) 

In other words, re-investing has geared the capital – the SP increase of circa 10% vs 
the income generated increased by almost 60%. 
 

 

 

To put this more into context (ignoring NPV of div cash flow for simplicity), if I don’t re-invest 

and simply take the income I end up with a total return of around 5.9% (that’s the capital end 

value + the income received) annualised but in just capital 0.9% and an income stream of 

approx 6.3% of my original capital – i.e. very flat 

However, if I re-invest then my total return is 7.6% annualised. Does not sound a lot, but look at 

the numbers. The  available income stream is 8.9% of original capital – just think if I ran out 

another 5 years ! 

  

Lets not forget NPV 

NPV is a very useful accounting concept and there is some substantial and complex ways of 

calculating future cash flows and relative values. Its all dull as dishwater really and for a home 

PI, just not needed. Although I do use some complex discounted cash flow models, for the most 

part I just take a really basic approach …. KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid !) 

A basic way to compute NPV is to assume the value goes down by inflation every year. So 

starting with 100% and inflation of 2% at the end of year 1 we have a real terms value of 0.980. 

In plain English, my buying power in a years time is 98p if I started with £1.00. Similarly if the 

rate was say 3.5%, at the end of year 1 my £1.00 would be worth £0.965 then £0.931 the 

following year. It is crude but as they say, ‘close enough’. 
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What NPV tells us is that the real value of money goes down in time relative to where we start. 

This is why growth is so important….. even if its only at inflation. This is why governments need 

inflation, because it erodes the real value of national debt over time allowing it to be paid down. 

If I assume inflation is 2% pa (around UK target) then the NPV of the capital is 87.7% of its 

original value after 6.5 years: 

With no reinvestment the income stream is lower in real terms by 2.5% (£2,507 
* 87.7% = £2,198) and the capital by 7% (£42,474 * 87.7% = £37,247)… just like 
a bond structure would likely give you. 
  
But re-invested, my income stream is 38% higher in real terms (£3,553 * 
87.7% = £3,116) and my capital value by 41% (£64,384 * 87.7% = £56,461) 

  
This is why for me, in terms of my fund planning, compounding is all about increased 
income streams. After all, after 59 (an arbitrary age point at this stage) should I start 
taking the income then the SP could drop around 50% and I would still be getting the 
same income as if I had not re-invested – that is some headroom ! 
  
Just to emphasise the point, here is a graph showing an initial investment of £10K 
(capital on left index, income on right), with growth and Yield Growth of 1.2%pa and 
inflation at 2% (that is essentially a very low risk fund – almost a bond in nature). Two 
sets of data adjusted for real value (NPV). 
 

 

 

 

How graphic to show the effect of long term compounding on low growth, high yield 
funds: re-investment for a number of years gives you a higher capital base and higher 
real term income stream. 
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Now clearly if the SP’s rise higher (either more assets in these fund holdings or a greater 
premium), then the number of shares reinvested will be lower … but the total value will 
be higher. 
  

====== 
  
Really, this was just a very opportune look at a long term project that re-enforces by 
views on compounding. Perhaps look at some unloved shares or funds, with low costs, 
low(ish) risks, stable long term decent yield and then compound away for 10, 15, 20 
years… just do the maths. It is no where near as complicated as you might think. 
  
One final point for those tempted to point to an obvious flaw…. if I picked higher growth 
holdings with lower yields I may well end up with a lot more capital….. true, but I also 
take higher risk and volatility. In the end, my ultimate portfolio’s will reflect a range 
from the lower risk stable income to some Emerging market type areas. Just pointing 
out that if you are a bit risk averse, not having the time for highly detailed and active 
investment, then looking at some good yield, low cost options and re-investing can 
deliver a decent return in time at much lower risk and stress, and might very well meet 
or beat the market average over time. Active management has high cost and does not 
always deliver superior returns. The tortoise & Hare come to mind –  slow and steady 
often delivers what you need with a lot less risk and an lot less stress and has the added 
benefit of not taking up valuable retirement time chasing the shadows of high returns. 
  

Compounding = higher real term income stream  
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Money Cycle – Are Banks Bad For Us ? 

 

20th March 2019 

 

I was reading some articles recently about how terrible banks are, how they screw Joe 
public and cripple economies with reckless lending. I started to muse on why their 
actions may not really be that bad for us overall. How do we actually make money by 
investing ? What is the cycle of money ? (and I don’t mean the economic one with 
countries printing it, we passing bits pf paper about etc, but rather when we invest and 
into what). 

All looks terribly complication … or is it ? 

I think fundamentally, we could consider when we make an investment what actually 
happens. 

Really, there are four main ways we invest in terms of invest, get a direct return back. I 
am just ignoring bank interest (a subset anyway, and things like direct investment in 
property, commodities, land etc… all subsets in essence). There is after all no end we 
could buy in the hope we could sell later. But very little pays a direct return to us: in 
essence it is all fire, forget, sell => profit or loss. 

We really invest either directly (purchase of Shares or Bonds) or indirectly (purchase of 
funds or Crowd Funding). 

Just to reflect a little about economics 

Our economies grow because we (either directly or indirectly through the funds we 
own) lend the money somewhere. This somewhere is often via a bank or a funding 
house and we leave it to them to lend it out, manage the risk, manage the profit and loss, 
take a cut in terms of cost and then give us a small slice before lending the money out 
again. When our salaries goes into our banks they have free reign of that cash and can 
(and do) lend it out to make a return. We get a pittance (current account rates are 
typically less than 0.1%pa) and the banks get what they can. In one way this looks like a 
bad deal for joe public, but what is often forgotten, is that money is like oil in an engine: 
it is the lubricant that makes everything flow and it is essential we should view this 
lending (and pittance of return) as the price for keeping our economies flowing. 

When economics go negative what really happens is that business risk goes up (as 
business is finding it harder to sell and institutions lend less with higher terms). As a 
result there is less money flowing back to us in both capital and profit. Businesses go 
bust so we lose capital. (I have always found it interesting that the loss is invariably 
passed to the initial lender (us), but these financial houses still pursue the bad debt and 
if they get anything it becomes theirs … odd really). As a result, banks get more twitchy 
about lending out and restrict the money supply…. essentially, the engine runs low of oil 
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and runs rough. A true economic crash is when it really stops: the engine seizes…. head 
off & major surgery ! 

Economics is so much more complicated economists will tell you and very true it is. But 
for we private investors, it is really about the viscosity of the oil (akka money) – we care 
(and should only care) about the cycle of money for us. (Remember that many asset 
classes work in cycles and if we track them we can go heavy or light, sell out or pile in). 
Ultimately it will govern whether we take cash positions, low risk options, buy gold or 
pile into high risk emerging market choices. Understanding the major asset cycles and 
the state they are in within our target markets is a key job of successful PI investing…. 
Unless you plan to pile into a few diversified funds and just accept the higher costs and 
lower overall returns. 

The old adage of ‘follow the money’ is so very true. 

So .. back to direct & indirect choices 

There is a fundamental difference between direct and indirect investing for a PI. In the 
graphic below a PI indirectly investing places their money with some kind of fund house 
or manager (centre line). In essence when the decision is made to either let someone 
actively manage (fund house, bank or whatever), or we select a fund all actions beyond 
that are out of our sight and control. They lend this money out or make purchases of 
holdings, collate the returns, their fees and losses and pass us what is left over. or the 
most part we will get our money back and a return on it. When markets really ‘correct’ 
these funds can take a hammering and loosing 20, 30 40 50%+ of your money in a 
relatively short time. 

We give them the money and say ‘go get me a return’. This is not the same as fire & 
forget. We look at the overall balance. We seek to make an investment and get a return 
made up of yield (akka interest) and capital (although in the case of bonds that is not 
always the case and yield may be the main driver). 
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Just remember, a loss is only a loss if you actually take the money back out – otherwise, 
it is just notional paper. The big bear corrections in the last 120 years have all been 
followed by very health recoveries. Simply leaving investments alone can often be the 
best solution. Just wait 2 or 3 for a healthy real profit, and one reason why bucket-
strategies suggest keeping at least 2 years of your normal needed income in low risk or 
cash… just for this very reason. 

For direct investing, we make a choice to buy a holding or bond directly. In the above 
graphic that is the top and bottom paths. We accept that it could tank, we look at its 
history and the management teams and make a personal estimation of the risk/return 
balance. Indirect investing is where we make the risk/return/history/management 
balance on a fund management team. 

We do what the fund managers job is and the advantage for us is the fees will be lower 
so our prospective return higher. The downside is that we cannot have access to as 
much up to date information so just may not be able to make any transactions quick 
enough to maximise profit or minimise loss. 

Just consider the effect of cost on your real terms fund available. If I assume a steady 
return of 5.5%pa, inflation of 2% and fees of 0.4% if I self manage or 1.4% for a fund 
manager (all including platform costs) and look at £100,000 invested over 25 years. I 
get a real terms growth of between 2.1% and 3.1%. 

Does not sound a lot of difference … but compounded… look at the graph. 
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The real terms value of my fund is 28% higher. 

Both approaches work well depending upon your appetite for risk, your personal 
financial skills and above all the amount of time you have….. this is FIRE after all and we 
should be enjoying life, not being a slave to corporate reports and daily worry about 
returns ! 

There is a further path I show, that of Crowd Funding. In essence, the crowd funding 
platforms could be considered in an identical way to a bank: we give them money to 
lend out and they manage risk, return and loss giving us what is left over. 
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Crowd funding has grown enormously in the past decade and I have invested in 3 
platforms for several years getting a nice return. There are many types ranging from 
ones lending to individuals as personal loans, Funding company cash requests, Funding 
construction etc… In essence, the Crowd Funding house is taking the place of a bank and 
a useful way to think of them is just that. The major difference is that regulation is still 
evolving (so they carry a lot of risks for us), and there is no requirement for them to 
hold capital reserves. Again, that is evolving as two of the houses I use have reserve 
funds to smooth losses 

I am not going to comment on individual schemes right now (but in the future I may do 
a look back on the three I use and muse on their relative returns and risks). 

The risks in some of the Crowd Funding platforms has also reduced as although not 
regulated on the whole, some can now provide ISA level investment (i.e. no tax on the 
return) as they have passed the UK regulatory standards. 

So what have we learned ? 

However much we may bitch and moan about banks, financial houses, spivs in pin-
striped suits quaffing Bollinger on excessing fees extracted from us, we do actually need 
them to keep pumping the oil round the economy. The choice we really face, is the 
balance of DIY vs fire and forget. When we do it ourselves, we are effectively taking on 
the role of a bank lending money out. It may not seem it when buying a share as we do 
not directly lend to a company (we do in bonds), but what we are doing is underpinning 
the working capital on the balance sheet. The stronger a balance sheet the more options 
a company has to borrow, to invest and to plan. 

For a fun and interesting life, a few DIY investments is good (I think), but just remember 
that FIRE is about enjoying life and not spending all day playing banker, so some funds 
with lower returns (because of higher fees and rebalance criteria amongst several 
factors) is not a bad idea. 
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Bucket Strategy 
 

27th March 2019 

Just a short post this week…. been travelling and only just really started to put together 
a topic of interest to me … Buckets ! 

I am confused and yet still interested enough to keep reading and looking …. 

Put simply was popularised by Harold Evensky who came up with a two bucket 
approach . Put simply the whole strategy is about separating out progressively large 
lumps of cash into various buckets: one of 1-3 years needs and the rest spread over 3-7 
and 7+ years. 

There is a basic video on youtube showing one way of operation , but be warned, it 
really is naff and also examples drawing $70K from a $2.5M pot (a 2.8% withdrawal 
rate). I have not seen any paper suggesting that using a rate less than 3% would ever 
mean running out of money (in any practical sense). Still, if you don’t know, you can get 
the basic strategy (and that is the point – it is simple). 

Fundamental concept is to feed income streams (Yields and Dividends) into a cash or 
withdrawal pot to draw from. 

Clearly, if those streams are less than what you withdraw then some capital would have 
to be release also. And hear in lies the problem. No matter how you couch it, if capital 
needs to be released during a bear then there is a detrimental effect that may 
completely throw the strategy. 

I have started putting a basic Excel model together to see if I could work out if there is 
any way it could reliably work (for me). So far the best approach I find is that releasing 
money (combination of capital, cash and income) during a rebalance is just as effective 
if not more so but its early days. 

I see another problem with just feeding income streams directly into a ‘cash bucket’, and 
that is the compounding effect of re-investment. I spoke of this in two articles (Factors 
Affecting Returns & More on Compounding) and for me, re-investment of income 
provides higher future income as well as mitigating against market variance. Yes, it is 
not the same as looking at Total Return, or trying to maximise that, but I am in the 
position where I have enough capital so maxing growth is not my main priority right 
now, I want to sent up my funds later in the year to provide solid and growing income 
streams. 

Interesting article from Javier Estrada (The Bucket Approach for Retirement: A 
Suboptimal Behavioral Trick? ) I found and just one phrase in the abstract tells the tale: 
“simple static strategies, which by definition involve periodic rebalancing, clearly 
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outperform bucket strategies, and they do so based not just on one but on four different 
ways of assessing performance“ 

Then there is the article on AdvisorPerspectives entitled Does the Bucket Approach 
Destroy Wealth, that again makes the case for the inferiority of Bucket Strategies. 

Michael Kites gives a real example of why a rebalancing approach works better and 
eliminates the need for anything other than a small cash reserve. 

————- 

So why am I still giving what seems a generally agreed strategy that if not flawed, is at 
least suboptimal any time at all ? 

Because it is simple to implement, manage, update and understand. 

————- 

At what point might a bucket strategy actually be useful I wonder ? 

Well, certainly not in the accumulation phase ! If I was 40 years old and having 
discovered the FIRE concept actively looking to retire by 50-55, I might well be looking 
at aggressive management and chasing Total Return. But I have stopped work and get at 
my pension funds in 6 months time, so maybe, just maybe, buckets have a place as part 
of my retirement. Although interested in finance and investment, I really don’t want it to 
become a job ! 

Evensky used a 2 bucket approach, many examples I have see use 3, but in reality, there 
is no limit. If I look at the activities I am planning I already see 5 or even 6 types of 
buckets (we could call them classes) all behaving differently and likely to have different 
cycles. Two for individual Shares and Bonds as I want to do some active trading (just so 
interesting researching individual propositions), a Further two for bundles of share and 
bond funds for longer term, some crowd funding platforms I have successfully used 
over the past 5 years and some Real Estate options… easy to see how I could arrange my 
buckets and perhaps take from them as growth or success dictate. The ease of it does 
have an attraction, but then will that just make me lazy ? Our cognitive functions start to 
deteriorate as we get older so will I actually have the sharp capacity I have no to keep 
on top of it. 

————- 

Buckets look great if all you want to do is fire & Forget – set it up, pick a modest 
withdrawal rate, monitor annually and have enough to start with. If the goal is to live 
very well and accumulate wealth to pass on, then I doubt this strategy fits the bill, not 
least because there is no real need to consider inflation: it is all about the income stream 
matching the expense stream. I fear that in a 25,30,35+ year retirement, inflation will 
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matter far greater than most appreciate. Add to that expenses (funds and platforms), 
and the drag could end up breaking the bucket with a severe bear. 

I will continue to research and clarify bucket ideas (along with other investment 
strategies) as I do see the strategy as being a part of my future plans, but certainly not 
the whole. But this approach is not for everyone, and not if the numbers are tight. Just 
from what I have read and found, modest withdrawal is likely the key. 
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Investment Policy Statement 

 

9th April 2019 

 

What is an Investment Policy Statement – Initial Thoughts 

I stopped (paid) work 18 months ago and yet I find myself getting more and more busy 
– where is this mythical retirement with my feet up watching sports channel I wonder ! 

So having spent much of the last 2 weeks tied up, not really had much time to consider 
my next muse…. but strangely, I read a short link that made me think about an 
Investment Policy Statement (IPS). In lots of ways it seems very trite to come up with a 
few headings and populate with a few strongly worded bullet points – just like being 
back at work really and all those useless Statements of Work and Strategy documents .. 
mostly bull and garbage for all the use they had. 

…. does anyone call a spade a spade any more I wonder ? 

Anyway, I was in between performances (I play in a band) so bored and just started to 
think that maybe… just maybe… there was a point. To explain why let’s just look at the 
sort of structure such a document might have. In a way, it’s just common sense. What 
are your objectives; How will you approach planning ?; What is your strategy ?; What 
time horizon do you have ?; How will you monitor & control the investments ?; What is 
your inheritance and charitable giving objective ? ….etc …etc. 

All very much like being back at work with all those boring documents I ended up 
having to generate over the years. 

I could list of lots of trite and relatively meaningless bullet items and then populate with 
equally meaningless narrative that I may very well just forget or ignore. 

So what is the point ? I rather mused for a while on this in between several shows and I 
am not sure I have a clear answer. Or rather, I am not sure I have an answer that I would 
stick to….. now that.. is surely the point at a personal level of where to start it would 
seem. After all, it will be my document, my plan, my boundaries, my instructions. So if it 
is not something I would follow why do it ? 

So, in this brief muse, I do not have all the answers. Indeed I am not at all sure I have all 
the questions, but as an ex Royal Marine friend said on his selection training, ‘if you 
keep putting one foot in front of the other you will get to the end’ … sound advise ! 

Objectives 

So what are my Objectives ? …. sex, drugs & rock ‘n roll as a good mate of mine often 
says. Like that but I don’t do drugs and as for sex .. well.. I have been married a fair few 
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years ha ha.. as for rock ‘n roll … my back does not let me head-bang like at University 
any more…. so I guess none of that then ! 

Oh dear … must be boring trite stuff again then … ah well !! 

I guess if I was still a way from actually retiring I might well set an age I want to target. I 
stopped paid work (I keep saying that as voluntary stuff has rather filled the void) on 
my 53rd birthday. I had intended to just take 3 or 4 months off but in that time I read so 
much on FI and started looking at our own situation and my wife & I decided that really, 
we could just stop. So she quit too a year ago as well. 

I could fixate on an amount of money held in investments and simply call that the target. 
But that target depends on withdrawal rate and sequence of returns so taking the 
ubiquitous 4% ‘rule’ and saying I need 25x what income I want to draw looks very 
shaky. In the UK, the sustainable withdrawal rate (SWR) is often touted at around 3.3% 
… so 30x then ! … mmmmhhhh. What about rounding that down to cover for costs, 
losses etc… how about 2.5% .. so 40x. So if I want say £40K drawdown, I would need 
£1.6M … and best case £1M .. wow. 

But then surely we will have planned some future spend profile  and have to take that 
into consideration. 

What struck me so much when I really thought about this, is I just don’t know and 
having always been a pretty much in control guy (the Engineer in me), that really 
bothers me. 

Simply growing funds to be as large as possible is great, but actually, how much do we 
really need ? I stopped working as I did the sums and found we had enough at least to 
stop for a while – always the option of working in some capacity again if we need to, and 
indeed both of us fancy something part time for a couple of days a week in the future. 
Humans are very social and working with people should not be underestimated for its 
health benefits (both mentally and physically). 

Having enough now, having a decent idea of future spend needs … does this not really 
govern the objectives ? I don’t have an answer yet so this is a section to be worked on. 

  

Time Horizons & Expenditure 

Does anyone want to die ? … really ?… So how are we expected to even think of how 
many years. 

I look at my family history and there is a little longevity but not much. My mum is fit & 
well at 79, but Dad died 9 years ago. All his brothers and sisters bar one died 60-70 
years and the one remaining is about 75 (Sorry aunty Dylis- forgot your birthday). No 
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one else in my family lived much past 70. So really … do I think 75ish is a decent number 
… depressing as its only 21 years away. So if I picked 79-80 (25 years) for me I don’t feel 
I would be far out and really don’t want to be a very decrepit old man reliant on others 
for everything – that is not life. Strangely, death holds no fear – we are all going to stop 
breathing one day so no point worrying about it. 

My wife on the other hand as a lot of longevity through her genes. She has survived 
breast cancer and had the all clear. No reason at all not to think she would not make 90 
or more… 35+ years …… long retirement. 

So if I look back at my expenditure plan, I could work out a decent actual monetary need 
for both of us through our lives. I could use a very conservative WR (2-2.5% perhaps) 
and come up with a number. But is that all we need ? If a policy is to have parameters 
then surely I need to consider longevity or how can I work out drawdown rates or leave 
what we want to leave beyond us. 

One of the considerations I started looking at was long term care. What I don’t mean is 
highly interventionist medical care but more in line with a care home / sheltered 
accommodation with wardens) kind of thing as we get dotty. My view of lots of medical 
care would be relatively short as personally I am not interested in being a lump not 
doing anything so time to go. But really good care in the UK costs a lot, and it is not 
beyond the possibility of having a few years costing anything up to £100Kpa for each of 
us depending on medical care needs (no point planning for cheap & cheerful .. aim high 
!!). So how long ? Perhaps 5 years for me and 15 for the wife . 

… 20 years or around £2M … really ….. wow … do I now need to consider a fund target of 
£3.6M ? (well no as compounding would have effect… but still a heck of a lot) 

  

This is why I found just thinking about an IPS so difficult. We open the back 
door and see the moon and before long, the planets and then stars. Where we 
need to look just gets bigger and wider every time we look. 

  

Risk 

One of the biggest drivers in both returns and fund initial targets has to be our tolerance 
to the various risks investments face. Someone retiring Oct 2007 would have seen their 
funds crash more than 50% over the next year and have to take a much reduced income 
stream, whereas someone retiring Oct 2008 (1 year later) would have seen a bull run 
second to none. In context if the funds were invested and only yield taken, then just 
using the FTSE100 an annualised return of 5.4% vs one of 0.9% … big big difference 
(ignoring the actual yield income reduction). 
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So maybe have some cash set aside to cover expenses for a couple of years (although in 
a previous article I do question this). 

Our tolerance to risk could start just where we look at how much we would be willing to 
loose (on paper) and how long we would be prepared to wait for a recovery. 

Personally, I really am not at all sure what my view is but can’t help but thinking a 
worldwide diversified portfolio would at least mitigate to some level the extremes 
(something for me to look at another day when I have time). What I have done in the 
simulations I created was to use conservative growth and artificially put shock losses 
into the holdings ranging from a few % to 30%+. If I can create a model that gives me 
95% confidence of meeting my life expectancy and spend needs with modest growth 
targets and a number of random shocks then for me that is sound enough. 

But when I look at funds and look at their publish risk profile, I do wonder how accurate 
that is….. caveat emptor methinks !! 

  

What Else Then ? 

So what else could I put in an IPS. Well lots really. Just look at the questions above. But 
why bother ? Really, if I know my financial objectives, have a decent handle on my risk 
tolerance can see a fairly believable spend profile, then what is wrong with just random 
picking actions ? [Another day I may go over this, but ran some simulations on FTSE350 
companies over 21 years and a random selection policy – on no occasions after 15 years at 
any start time would I have lost money picking and holding 20 random stocks. Even doing 
some stop-loss type sell and pick the next one made little difference – can’t beat the market 
so why pay high active management fees eh ?] 

Well actually, one thing to consider is that our cognitive ability drops as we get older on 
the whole. I may decide I do not want to give investing the time it needs, or I may just 
pop my clogs early so what would her ladyship do as she has no interest in all of this ? 

  

So the Real Point of an IPS is… 

An IPS is actually a framework that a private manager could use on my (our) 
behalf should the need arise. I really had not thought of that as a possibility or option 
not because it could not happen, but just never occurred to me. Starting to think about 
developing an IPS is really akin to writing a will – it is a framework to follow of my 
wishes. 

When I saw the short note and started thinking about this, I did think it would be easy. 
After all, what a few statements and lines, but actually it is really a tool for us to clarify 
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to ourselves what our objectives are and how we plan to get there. In that respect, 
developing an IPS has moved on my list of things to do from ‘don’t really give a 
stuff to ‘must do’ . 

There is just so much more to consider …. what we do with our fixed assets (mainly home), 
how do we plan to give funds away to charities and caused (with no kids we don’t really 
care about leaving anything beyond the two of us);  How can we arrange investments to be 
more tax efficient; Emergency fund plans; Market Crash plan… etc 

I will return to this topic later in the year as I start to formulate it. I think it will take me 
most of the year as until the actual time I really do some fund moving about in 
September/October when I can access any of it I can’t really be totally clear. 

Right now, I feel I have less of an idea that when I started. Not a bad thing as ignorance 
is most definitely not bliss and will not pay the bills in 20 or 30 year’s time. 

  

(to be continued) 
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Bonds – my first look – confusing  
 

15th April 2019 

 
Are bonds just a means to loose money (slowly) ? 
  
I have really only thought of bonds (especially those of specific duration) as being rather 
like an annuity. Pay out a chunk of money and receive an annual income that is usually 
not inflation matched. 
  
If you buy a 10 year bong paying 4.5% yield then for every £1000 payed you will get 
£45 every year. The differences are 2-fold to an annuity though: 
  

1. Unlike an annuity, the capital is at risk 
2. Unlike an annuity, providing there is no default, at the end of term the capital 
is returned 

  
The one part missing is inflation. if annual inflation were 2%, then in real terms the 
capital returned would be worth £820 and the yield received would be worth around 
£37. So effectively an 18% drop in value and purchasing power. 
  

Why is it Bonds are seen so widely as a must have significant part of a 
retirement portfolio. On first glance I don’t get it. 

  
If I invest say £10,000 in a bond at par (100) for 10 years giving a 5% coupon a year 
then after 10 years I get my £10 Back and in the meantime I have had £5K of coupon so 
get an effective annualised return of 4.1%. 
  
(£5000/£10000 = 50% return over 10 years is equivalent to 4.1%pa compounded). 
  
Of course what this does not include is the real terms value of the cash both received in 
coupon and capital returned. Factor in that using an inflation rate of 2% pa and the real 
annualised return is more like 2.6%. 
  
Does not sound too bad if the bond is low risk and you get the capital back !! 
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What about the annual Risk Free Rate of Return (RFRoR). In investing, there is an assumed 

zero-risk rate of return. This is essentially the return that can be obtained from treasury bonds 

(normally I believe 10 year bonds). 

For the UK is 2017 and 2018 the RFRoR was 2.2% and 2.0% respectively. 

So for tying my capital up I earn around 0.5%pa for the risk of looking capital. That does not 

sound all that good. 

What if I pick a bond so 10% below par, say 90 not 100 effectively giving me more bonds for my 

money. Well, my annualised rate goes up to 3.7% (1.6% above the RFRoR). 

 

But if I pick a bond 10% above par (at 110) then my annualised rate is 1.6%, or to be more 

precise 0.5% below the RFRoR. In other words I carry risk for no reward and why was it so 

cheap in the first place ? 
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The RFRoR differs for each country. For example (www.statista.com) has December 2018 rate 

for Greece as 4.3% and Germany as 0.25%. I am not sure how anyone could view Greece as risk 

free and the 4.3% paid out on government bonds is surely not sustainable. Germany on the other 

hand offers 0.25% as it is seen as essentially negligible risk. 

And hear in lies my problem. As I start to read up and understand Bonds. I just don’t get why 

you would tie up money that looses cash in real terms annually, although I can sort of 

understand as part of a retirement portfolio having a level of predictability is an advantage , but 

is  loosing money at a definable and predictable rate enough to allow 30+ year planning. 

This and finding that Bond values are very closely linked to interest rates in a negative way is 

even more confusing. As interest rates rise, the value of bonds falls (sort of obvious in a way) so 

is the only way to make money in a bond market when interest rates fall I wonder ? 

This and the distorting effect of quantitative easing makes it all look even more complicated. 

  

I must be missing something cunning or obvious…. reading continues 
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Bucket List – A Plan for Life 

 

27th April 2019 

 
Some years ago I learned to fly a Gyrocopter. I did after a long while let the licence lapse so 

would have to re-qualify (not that onerous as it never really leaves you). My wife is not so keep 

and would rather I planned in retirement to get a fixed wing (looking at a Zenith Cruzer build), 

although I must say I do have the odd twitch to fly a gyro again. 

  

What is a gyrocopter ?  Well they have moved on and become largely factory built now an not 

random home builds, but the tag-line ‘motorbike of the sky’ rather summed them up. Think of 

Little Nellie in the James Bond film You only Live Twice. 

  

Going back to the time just after I learned, a chap called Norman Surplus who had beaten bowel 

cancer (with a 40% and 2 year survival timeframe) and decided to learn to fly a Gyro. He went 

on to try and circumnavigate the globe and become the first Gyro to do this because he viewed 

he had been given a second chance and should just go out and live life. He did not make it as 

some countries (notably Japan) did not have any mechanism to recognise the aircraft type and 

also there were issues with China. He did however get way further than anyone else including 

some very long sea crossings in the North Atlantic…. not bad for a Rotax 912 powered draggy 

little machine doing 70mph, and vey gutsy as an engine failure over water has low odds of 

survival (even with an immersion suit). 

Fast forward to this year, and a serial adventurer (James Ketchell) having caught the Gyro-grin. 

This is the name given to the grin everyone who goes up in one comes back the first time with … 

sooooo much fun. He has single handedly rowed the atlantic, cycled round the world, climbed 

everest etc… and he decided to fly round the world in his Gyro. (Yes the route is well in the 

northern hemisphere (whereas Normans was right round the globe N-S, E-W), but non the less, 

a heck of an achievement if he pulls it off. 

And low and behold, Norman had been planning to try and finish his trip and set off a few days 

ago. Both round the world attemptees plan to meet up in Estonia in a few days and fly part of 

Russia together. That will be so awesome ! 

Follow their progress with live tacking 

James Ketchell – flying a Magni M16 
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Norman Surplus – Flying an original MT03 (the version I learned on) 
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Why say all this ? 
  
Well a little while ago I started to look at a Personal Investment Policy (PIP) A 
somewhat ongoing process I think might take many months, and I started thinking that 
mere bucket lists of things to do and places to see is not really in the spirit of FIRE. Yes, 
its about ‘doing stuff’ or ‘seeing stuff’, but is it really FIRE ? 
  
The FI/FIRE ‘movement’ (if you want to call it that) fundamentally is about looking at 
what we really need, and ergo what we can save/invest to give us a point in time to 
either stop paid work entirely and retire, or remove ourselves from the 9-5 rat race and 
work only on what we enjoy, what we value, what we want to do and when we want to 
do it. 
  

1. FIRE takes financial planning – we simply cannot achieve the goals without 
some structure. It is not a save and forget process 
  
2. FIRE takes discipline – there is always something else to spend money on. 
Having that discipline to achieve our financial goals is what drives the process 
  
3. FIRE means compromise – we cannot do everything. From the people 
downsizing, or selling up and renting to lump invest to those choosing to live or eat 
differently, we must compromise on what we did before to achieve those goals 
  
4. FIRE means re-appraising our personal values – most important, our 
attitudes to life and other people will change. We fundamentally must learn to 
approach life differently and as such must evolve our personal values and morality 
(hopefully for the considerable better). 

  
So why is it we think a ‘bucket list’ is the answer to future activities ? 
  
This question really only occurred to me a couple of days ago. I took a look at the 
scribbles we have made on places to see, things to do and realised we don’t actually 
have a plan, we have a list. My fellow gyronaughts do. They have a dream and planned 
how to achieve it and on the way looked forward to many an adventure. 
  
So many of the postings about on FIRE are about process, about squeezing the extra bit 
of cash out of something, of little side hustle ideas. It is all just chasing the dragon of 
cash is king. So little is about looking to why we strive for that extra time in life. 
  
So along side my slowly putting a detailed PIP together, I have decided to also look at 
the bucket items and start thinking about a real plan ? It is not enough to generate a list. 
There is, I believe, an addition to the four FIRE maxims above: 
  
  

5. FIRE means planning to enjoy life –  its an active process and not just a list. 
  
How has anyone else gone about this ? – I surely cannot be the first to come to this 
conclusion ? 
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Are you an Investor or Gambler 

 

2nd May 2019 
 

How certain is certain ? How can we be sure when we look at an investment ? Do we really get 

the risks and are we able to really quantify them ? 

In a very real sense the answer to all those questions is somewhere less than crystal clear. If it 

were possible to be that accurate, there would be a small band of people owning it all… and 

there is not. 

We can look at all the reports, we can look at the published RNS’s, we can dig about the internet 

or even get on our bikes and go look (possible with a lot of retail and manufacturing places). We 

can get a real sense of accuracy. But we cannot know it all not least because we cannot know 

what the prospective customers of companies will do. 

There are of course several different types of investment strategy: 

1. Value Investing – essentially looking for solid fundamentals (that warm glowing 
feeling again) but with a price we believe is not reflected properly or that what we 

perceive as significant growth prospect is not proceed in. 

2. Income Investors – the dividend hunters of this world. Looking for solid, reliable and 

above all growing incomes. Inevitably this tends to older, more established and widely 

diversified holdings that can manage the different cycles and smooth a shareholder 

return out … the so called ‘dividend aristocrats’. 

3. Contrarian – the likes of Woodford in the UK who is currently out of favour. Having 

spent a career working for someone making oodles of cash set out on his own and has 

lost a quarter of his investors billions (on paper). Funny thing is, some of his 

investments are now looking like turning the cycle. Its all prospective growth 5 years+ 

down the line really. 

4. Growth Investors – those seeking out a holding about to spurt. It is never about 

income but only about growth prospects. I see postings by individuals and it always 

strikes me they are just traders really and not investors…. takes all sorts though. 

  

And so on … there are many other names people use and variations on a theme. 

In all ways we may choose, and I am rather coming round to a variety for different lumps, 

durations and purposes, we are in a very real sense placing a bet. 

I am not a gambler. Occasional few quid on a sweepstake on the Grand National, a few of us 

chucking a few quid in a pot and taking it in turns to predict the 6-nations. I have a couple of 

friends in my village that put a tenner in their online betting accounts once a month and bet a 

quid or two on the football. All this, is a bit of fun for us to laugh at, maybe get a surprise and 

have to buy the beers. In no sense are we really ‘gamblers’ and in no sense are we really 

‘investors’ looking for a return. 

For most PI’s buying holdings we in a real way must all view ourselves as ‘investors’ (or perhaps 

in some cases ‘traders’). But given we invariably have incomplete information, what we do not 

on the whole recognise is that we are placing a bet, albeit a calculated one. We accept a risk. 
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Human phycology around betting behaving is very well used and abused. I recently went to a 

lecturer from a software geek in the gaming industry. It was astonishing the levels they went to 

in code to determine what extracted the most money from punters buying ‘widgets’ and 

‘addons’. The level of sophistication was incredible. 

Kahneman & Tversky in their paper on Prospect Theory (Prospect Theory: An Analysis of 

Decision Under Risk, Econometrica Vol 47 Mar 1979) clearly postulated that decision making 

when there is risk is essentially a choice between definable prospects (of success or failure) and 

gambling. They describe with some simple mathematics a means to calculate (or at least define) 

a way to compare and evaluate the risk or prospect. In lots of ways it comes down to cognitive 

behaviour. For example, say you invest £1000 in a holding and it rises to £1200. We all naturally 

feel very good and start patting ourselves on the back for our wisdom. But suppose it rose to 

£1300 and then fell back to £1200. We do not feel on the whole the same as we perceive that we 

made a loss of £100. Prospect theory is all about our perception of outcome and how that makes 

us feel. This cognitive quirk leads to so many PI’s selling holdings that fall even after they have 

risen strongly. As Warren Buffett said ‘the stock market is a device for transferring money from 

the impatient to the patient’. 

I look back at some of my earlier investments and certainly fell foul of that…. but I have learned 

that information and understanding are king. I have a current investment where my holding 

(average of 6.2p per share) went to 49.9 in December and fell back with a couple of bounces to 

24p before moving up very strongly over the last couple of days to 32p on stonking news (and 

that is only the start). I have not sold a single share and see a price well in excess of 200 as 

realistic within 3 years for reasons I shall not go into, but no end of PI’s have been bailing right 

the way down forgetting why they invested and where the potential takes it. This despite a very 

large body of accurate and well researched material available. The fear of loosing more just 

overwhelms (despite the fact it is paper loss only) and the NAV is way higher than the current 

MCAP so the real risk right now is small. 

Fundamentally, the real ‘prospect’ underpinned by real facts is drowned out by the fear of 

making a paper loss as the price moves up and then down. The long term is drowned out by the 

near term imperative to realise a gain that is larger than one tomorrow (as the price falls 

back)….. totally ignoring the long term. 

This cognitive bias dominates because deep down, our brain tells us we are making a bet and 

not because we are investing….. Investing is about a way longer viewpoint, with real goals and a 

good understanding of the journey to get there 

How many of you honestly make a purchase or sale with your gut ? 

In a strange way, the journey I started on Personal Investment Policy  is a great help. I am forced 

to confront and start to define a set of criteria of how I select a holding, how I appraise its risk 

ongoing and at what point to I sell out or slice. We should on the whole be making purchase and 

sale decisions based on facts and a set of selection criteria’s where we can quantify the decisions 

and articulate them (write them down maybe !!). If we do this we cease being punters taking a 

bet (however informed we feel we may be), but rather make a balanced investment choice with 

a risk that we can quantify and balance in a portfolio. 

So the question is … do you invest or do you bet ? 
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Article Review – The High Dividend Return Advantage 

 

The High Dividend Yield Return Advantage:  An Examination of 
Empirical Data Associating Investment in High Dividend Yield Securities 
with Attractive Returns Over Long Measurement Periods 

This is my review of the article by Tweedy Brown Funds Inc. Some text has been copied from the 

article for discussion. 

 11th  May 2019 
 

Triumph of the Optimists: 101 Years of Global Investment Returns Princeton University Press 

(2002), Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh, and Mike Staunton examined the respective contributions to 

returns provided by capital gains and dividends from 1900 to 2000. 

Over 101 years, they found that a market-oriented portfolio, which included reinvested 

dividends, would have generated nearly 85 times the wealth generated by the same portfolio 

relying solely on capital gains.  This wealth accumulation would, of course, have been lower if 

dividends were not assumed to have been reinvested. 

In an editorial in the Financial Analysts Journal in 2003, entitled Dividends and the Three 

Dwarfs, Robert D. Arnott examined the various components of equity returns for the 200 years 

ending in 2002.  He concluded that dividends were far and away the main source of the real 

return one would expect from stocks, dwarfing the other constituents: inflation, rising 

valuations, and growth in dividends.  In the chart below, Arnott shows the contribution to total 

return for each of these constituents for the period 1802 to 2002.  The total annualized return 

for the period of 7.9% consisted of a 5% return from dividends, a 1.4% return from inflation, a 

0.6% return from rising valuation levels, and a 0.8% return from real growth in dividends.  He 

concludes that “… unless corporate managers can provide sharply higher real growth in 

earnings, dividends are the main source of the real return we expect from stocks.” 

Professor Siegel also coined the terms “bear market protector” and “return accelerator” to 

describe how dividend reinvestment during stock market declines can dramatically lessen the 

time necessary to recoup portfolio losses. 

In a recent 36-year study conducted by Lehman Brothers equity research group in September 

2005, high dividend yield stocks were found to have produced more return with less risk than 

their low-yield counterparts.  The Lehman analysts studied the one thousand largest of U.S. 

firms ranked by market capitalization, and rebalanced these securities quarterly, starting in 

January 1970.  They found that the top-yielding quintile produced a 13.7% equal-weighted total 

return per year with a 15.5% standard deviation of return.  The bottom-yielding quintile, in 

comparison, returned 9.0% with a 29.1% standard deviation. 

Arithmetically, the lower the pay-out ratio associated with a given level of dividend yield, the 

higher the earnings yield for the company, and the cheaper the stock based on price-to earnings 

multiples:  The high yield, low pay-out stocks that produced the better returns were priced at 

low ratios of price-to-earnings, and as a corollary, at high ratios of earnings-to-price; i.e., 

earnings yield. 
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There are 8 conclusions .. but 1st two very relevant: 

1. Over the last 100 plus years, an investment in a market-oriented portfolio that 

included, most importantly, reinvested dividends, would have produced 85 times the 

wealth generated by the same portfolio relying solely on capital gains. 

2. There is substantial empirical evidence to support a direct correlation between high 

dividend yields and attractive total returns. 

 

Over the last 100 plus years, an investment in a market-oriented portfolio that included, most 

importantly, reinvested dividends, would have produced 85 times the wealth generated by the 

same portfolio relying solely on capital gains. 2. There is substantial empirical evidence to 

support a direct correlation between high dividend yields and attractive total returns. 

  

Now clearly this is one side of a coin and there is also research and articles pointing out that 

taking a higher risk, higher growth, lower yield strategy would produce higher total returns. 

Perhaps true, but the real point here is that picking solid (if unfashionable) holdings and 

reinvesting the yield will generate high (and perhaps very high) returns over a long period of 

time. In an earlier article on compounding I mused that the real value of compounding should be 

viewed as being able to produce higher income streams with lower risks. This article seems to 

rather bear that out. 

https://www.firemusings.org/
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It should be noted though that all of this is over the long term (decades). I wonder if in the 

middle of an accumulation phase for example 10 years from retiring we had another 1970’s Oil 

Crisis where stock markets plunged 90% in some cases. 

———————– 

Note – The above is my interpretation and analysis. The link is provided. Go read the article for 

yourself and come to your own conclusion. 
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Is a Gilt Ladder a Good Thing ? 

 

27th  May 2019 
 

Been musing on the relative value of a Total Return approach (as advocated by many in 
the US fatFIRE area) or a more relativistic approach. 

Let me explain.... 

One of the reasons to retire early is to enjoy life, to do what we want to do as opposed to 
what we have to do. Comes with this the necessary fund streams to allow this to happen. 
Now if we take a more investment direct approach (as is many a 4% plan), we look at a 
spread of investments, a generated yield and possibly some capital taken. Depending on 
our risk appetite we look at higher growth areas and more risky classes of investment. 

Nothing wrong with this approach. But in setting up and putting the elements in place to 
deliver there is a fair amount of work. We subject ourselves to a possibility of sequence 
risk and we have to keep looking to check on performance. Whether the look is every 
day, week, month or year, we still need to allocate time and effort to balance, to assess 
and to action change and revision. 

I strongly suspect (as I am not at that point), there is a not inconsiderable amount of 
work involved and many who go down this path are rather more active investors than 
passive. 

Yes, passive investment strategies exists and many are based around natural yield. 
Really, having sufficient start fund that only the yield is taken and whether the capital 
value goes up or down in any one year or so is not that important is the real goal. This 
still exposes the funds to sequence issues as even a smoothing methodology (such as 
variable withdrawal) can only work within some limits. 

I am (I hope) heading to a point where my total funds would make a purely passive 
approach straightforward if I choose to do this, but I still have this niggle about time and 
complexity. 

I know when both my mine and my wife state pension kicks in. Assuming I believe the 
UK government predictor, I have a fair certainty of what that with be for us both I 
should add: in the UK the issue of affordability is fast becoming large and some level of 
means testing irrespective of paying in may very well come in - its a risk ! 

So I know in 12 years a predictable stream of income will be added to the small pension 
that my wife already gets. If I add just those two then our base costs (Bills, Food, 
Utilities, property tax etc) are more than met (even allowing for inflation). 

Just musing about how much work is involved in investing a large portfolio, what I real 
have come to the conclusion is that I want a lump of play money, a large lump to fire, 
forget and grow and a lump that delivers a steady and predictable income stream.... a 
sort of base-line. 

So if I ignore play-money, invest a large lump for a timeframe of 8-10 years+, what I 
really then need is a rising predictable income stream for 12 years or so to take us to 
state retirement age. 
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Enter the treasury bond ladder ..... I had largely worked out a plan and then 
EarlyRetirementNow (ERN) posted a great wee article (he has a habit of that) with a 
nice calculator allowing an easy way to fairly accurately predict. 

I have stated working out a calculator and scribbling some notes, but frankly, there is zero 
point posting anything myself as really it says it all. (But a note of caution, it is idealised 
and really a tool to illustrate and get close). 

Low and behold, my wee little brain cell started jumping about all excited and saying to 
me .. lump .. predictable ... de-risk ... Suddenly, I could put a lump to one side that 
generated a predictable and guaranteed income stream that when added to my wife's 
predictable work based scheme covers all our basic living costs. I could stop being so 
concerned about sequence risk and annualised return and focus on long term 
investment prospects, and just allocate a small amount of time to some play-money-
investments. 

WOW ! ... just never though in those terms before. 

I actually started to consider why people would buy treasury bonds yielding a return 
lower than inflation. I always considered it bonkers, but now .. well... I have a slightly 
different view. 

• Yes, total return is terrible 
• Yes, actual yield received is likely to be less than inflation 
• Yes, it ties ups a large(ish) sum 
• Yes, there are issues if I pop my clogs for estate and tax 
• Yes, in any sensible long term investment plan it looks a bit nuts. 

But ... 

• It is predicable 
• It is risk free (essentially gilts are risk free) 
• It requires little or no work once set up 
• It provides a significant income de-risk 

For the very first time, I have started to consider that total return is not the be all and 
end all, and that a balance of risk, effort and reward is not at all a bad thing. 

So how might this work? 

If we take the view that everything beyond the basic needs is discretionary, ie, whether 
we buy a new car, go on holiday, build a house extension, go the theatre every week or 
just plain eat out at fine restaurants, we can stop worrying so much about relative 
returns. They may vary from year to year and we just make an adjustment. Instead of 3 
weeks in Australia, go to Tenerife for a couple of weeks. Instead of a new car, we just 
pay a much smaller sum for maintenance on what we have, instead of Loch Fyne Sea 
Food, we go to Cafe Rouge. 

A while ago as I started really looking at what I did and want to do, I looked at how I 
spent and predicted. I have updated further and rather better refined things, but just for 
the sake of this article and to keep it simple I am just going to say that a range from the 
bottom end (very thinFIRE) we would ned £20K and top end £25K pa for all the basics 
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and a little beyond that. I exclude mortgage costs as we can pay that off and I will 
exclude car replacement costs (as exceptional's). Our lives are not quite like this, but 
really I want to illustrate a point. 

So if I deduct the small pension my wife now gets, we need between £13 and £18K as an 
income stream. 

So looking for a 13 year period (taking us to the year beyond state retirement) , with an 
income rising by 2% pa, looking at current UK gilt rates start at around 0.75% for a year 
and rise (slowly). Without embedding a terribly dull table or yield curve (we all know 
what they look like), I can calculate using ERN's spreadsheet an average yield of around 
1.09% (peanuts I know), and an income stream staring at £13,000, £13,260, £13525 etc 
to £16,487 at year 13. 

The calculator spits out a required investment of just under £178K. The total returned is 
£191K... so £13K of actual yield spread over 13 years ... peanuts really ! 

At the top end looking for a start of £18K, I get a required sum of £246K. 

So what all this says, is that to cover all our household costs for the next 13 years I need 
to tie up somewhere between £178K and £246K depending on a more detailed look at 
assumptions and basic living. 

• Do I really want to tie up £0.25M ? 
• Can I afford to tie up £0.25M ? 

But the real question is that I will spend the money anyway. What we really should 
consider is the relative yields we could have and the risks we take for those yields. 

For example, If I decided I would use corporate bonds instead of gilts, they start at 
around 3% for a year (just a brief look). I could potentially average around 4% over the 
spread. This required an initial investment of £206K 

.... so I save £40K in initial investment. Sounds good.. or does it ? 

But my risks go through the roof... Instead of needing to buy one gilt for a year I might 
really need to buy 3/4 or 5 corporate bonds for each year just to mitigate the risk of 
default. I could expect some to default or buy back upsetting my cash flow. I might look 
and think I really need to invest more to cover for this risk... another 5% or 10% maybe , 
so my potential saving is now smaller. 

A Gilt investment bond ladder is not as unattractive in the wider context. Higher initial 
investment is the price of (essentially) zero risk and not having to worry about it. 

There is another reason to look at simplification and generating a relatively stable 
income stream (even if it ties up a lump of capital). As I went through when looking at 
our costs, we can certainly have a lot of fun and travel with circa £40K net income, then 
we only need to generate a further income stream of £15K. 

Using the classic 4% rule (not really appropriate in the UK but anyway), I need only 
have a lump sum of circa £375K... a much small amount than £1M+ if I needed to 
generate all income and cover sequence risk, portfolio spreads and management etc. 

https://www.firemusings.org/
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What this means is that my investment strategy could be much different if I want be 
more modest, more risk adverse, and take a much longer time frame view.. 

  

I started with a notion, that all the research and background reading, all the blogs read 
and advice just make it all too complicated. I do not want a full time job as an 
investment manager. Now, however, I have another idea how to simplify, and better 
control future income streams. Still work to do and won't be setting any of this up until 
later this year or into next year. 

But I now have a further choice I am comfortable I understand that gives me greater 
options at a price of essentially low, but very defined, investment returns….. yes a Gilt 
ladder is not such a bad idea. 
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IPS or FPS - Investment Policy Statement or Fire Policy 

Statement ? 

 

1st June 2019 
 

A few weeks ago I wrote an article on article on an Investment Policy Statement. It came 
to the conclusion it was a 'must do' thing not least because should anything happen to 
me, my wife would not have a clue what to do so would need some sort of professional 
help. An IPS gives a structure, framework and working instruction set to that process. 

In making occasional notes and thoughts as I slowly pull the together on my head, I did 
have the notion of 'why FIRE' ? 

Not such a daft thought. There are so many articles, blogs, posts and chat areas about 
the Fire 'way'. Lots of insights offered. Lots of tips, and plenty of pretty shameless 
promotion for ad-hits. A number of people seem to make a living giving ra-ra 'look at 
me' advice and promotion of their book or some feed or other. 

But actually, a Policy Statement is rather more than a list of investment instructions ... 
surely. If 'Fire' is meant to become if not wholly, then at least in part, a way of life, then 
surely we need to consider a policy. After all, a policy is a course or principle of action 
proposed (key work is proposed ... there is always wriggle room). 

So really, by rights, an IPS should be a subset of an FPS as it is really about the financial 
control of assets. 

I did a little google search and did not come up with any notes or thoughts on this. I 
found it quite odd. Is all personal policy really about the investment end. What about life 
goals ?, what about travel ?, what about going back to University ?, What about family ? 
There are just so many areas where the relative performance of the financial end can 
significantly impact the personal side of enjoying life. 

We rather forget sometimes that although money gives you options, it also impacts the 
relationships you have. If you get to the point where you have a lot more free money 
than your friends or neighbours, they will notice. They will treat you differently. Its 
human nature. When thinking about this a very distant memory from my childhood 
came out. Not thought of for decades, but clearly I remembered as it had an impact. 

I grew up until I was 14 in North Yorkshire (being Lancastrian, I always look back on my 
time as a spy ... go look up the wars of the roses). Anyway, the father of one of my school 
friends when I was about 11 won the pools. Think 'early lotto' (details don't matter). 
They won if memory serves about £50K. Does not sound a lot, but a decent salary then 
was £2-3,000. So sounds like a yield needed of 5-6%. This does sound a little rich for 
now, but returns in the 70's were double digit (as was inflation at times). 

Basically, after paying off their mortgage, they lived a very comfortable life but just did 
not work for it. I remember that over time, we saw less of them and then my friend was 
moved to another school. The real memories I had were that I could not imagine so 
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much money, and that they stopped being just a regular working class family like the 
rest of us. 

In thinking about the role of 'policy' perhaps it s also appropriate to consider the wider 
aspects of being FiRe unless we choose to move and live in a different way. 

Now I do not know what should go into a Fire Policy Statement, but just perhaps some 
headlines might be: 

1. Why do I (we) want to FiRe in the first place ? 

Not such a dumb question. If all we do is accumulate, save and invest, then do we 
really forget why ? Will we actually be able to let go and spend any ? 

2. What are our general goals ? 

I am 54 years old.. if I live to 84 (not unreasonable), then I have 30 years of 
essentially non-paid work time. What do I want to achieve or do (Easy for my 
wife - she just loves to sew and embroider and so long as I keep the bank account 
charged she is happy with her lunch clubs and sewing gaggle). Me... mmmhhh .. 
still working that out. 

3. Societal Contribution 

If we are not doing paid work, and have minimised (at least in part) the level of 
taxation we pay on investments, then how can we justify taking from society that 
which is funded by tax ? Really, the argument of 'I paid my dues' is so lame. 
Perhaps a place once when retirement life expectancy was 2 or 3 years’ still want 
services, we still want schools, hospitals, the Police, Defence etc and they have to 
be paid for. Now I am not saying we should volunteer taxes, but what 
contribution voluntarily can we make to society in balance ? (More than half my 
normal week is already full of voluntary things now as it turns out). 

4. Bucket Lists 

There is a great Jack Nichlous and Morgan Freeman film called 'the Bucket List' - 
lots of growing old disgracefully and realisation that money gives no joy. We 
don't have bucket lists as such (yet), but certainly things we want to do. Perhaps 
we need to be a bit more pro-active about it. 

5. Future Health and Care 

The costs of care in old age especially if related to some serious physical problem 
or mental incapacity can be very large. Is it really fair to lump that on family or 
indeed on society (re- not paying taxes). My wife & I have started to consider this 
as we have no children and eventually will no doubt need some care. We would 
rather be in a position to pay for the 'Hilton' class of country home than a basic 
local council state care home ! 

6. Inheritance 
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There are those who put Inheritance into the IPS arena. I thought about this and 
aside from one area in the UK of donation in leu of death tax, it does not have 
relevance. Where we leave our assets is a choice. We plan on distribution to a lot 
of local charities where a few thousand makes a difference, rather than large 
international charities that use it for bonuses, large salaries and various dubious 
'admin' things. 

7. IPS 

Finally, we get to the Investment Portfolio Strategy .... I have deliberately put 
this last as it is last. In the end, one can argue that without a successful IPS (1)-
(6) can't be funded and at a purely cash sense that is true. But a better way to 
look at it might be (1)-(6) just not as much. 

However, the true value of life is the experiences you have, the joy you bring 
and the good you can do. We would rather look at the life we want to lead and 
see if we can make the investments work for that objective rather than have 
money always dictate our lives. 

  

So, although I have made some notes on IPS thinking and plan an article later in the year 
as I flesh it out, I am also going to be detailing an FPS although not sure I will publish. 
Our personal goals are for us. 

Be interesting if anyone has any thoughts on this ? 
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What Price and Experience ? What Price a Memory ?  

 

17th  June 2019 

As I write this I am on holiday on a small island in the Bay of Naples. Not the prettiest 
island, but the hotel has an awesome view of the wider bay that is very hard to get 
tired of. 

 

Why say this ? Am I gloating ? .. nope .. just reflecting on the value of an experience. 

A good friend of mine in Scotland is divorced so only gets his two boys for around 
half he time. They gave him a glass jar for Fathers Day (yesterday) with pieces of 
paper in. They explained that on each piece was a memory so when they were with 
their mum he could read them and they would be with him … awwww .. in bits .. fine 
boys. To say he was chuffed was a total understatement…. soppy sod .. can’t wait to 
see him for a beer and rib him ha ha. 

It got me thinking about the price of things verses the value of things. As my late 
father used to say in his Lancashire accent shouting at me and my brother for our 
latest adventure gone wrong ‘you know the price of everything and the value of 
nowt’. 

  

So back to FiRe 

There is is notion of a spectrum of Lean-fIRE TO Fat-Fire. Lean-Fire being where 
you have enough to pay the bills and live modestly, Fat-Fire effectively means doing 
whatever you feel like (within reason). Where do we sit. Hard to say but probably 
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around the Mid-Fire point right now, but the portfolio is doing very well so the Fatty-
Arbuckle end of FiRE is certainly a goal. 

So what is the point of the article ? 

Well, as I finish a lovely lunch of Sea Bass in Lemon with a rocket salad and lovely 
glass of red overlooking the bay, I so sort of thought about how much we wanted to 
spend for a quick get away, how much it has actually cost. and was it worth it ? 

We could have booked a week in the Canaries including everything at one of the 
many All Inclusive (AI) hotels. We would spend for no more that £1,500… Flights, 
hotel, food, drinks, parking, taxis.. the lot. We have often over the years done this, 
partly because we had limited budgets and partly (mostly) the convenience of just 
having it all done for us. Tired from work and just needing a break was the usual 
thing. Now, we have both stopped work, we still need a break, but from other things 
and for other reasons. 

In our village a neighbour is a personal travel counsellor. She does bespoke stuff 
and we have never used her as usually its been a defined budget, defined time, and 
frankly its so much easier to just book a Tui or Thomas Cook getaway. But this time, 
we were very restricted by time windows due to our combined commitments (and we 
are supposed to be returned !!) and just wanted a week away somewhere sunny. We 
decided to ask Lucy (the travel counsellor) if she had any suggestions. A few 
questions later and basically she had a remit – something we would not have 
booked, something different to where we normally go, a bit of an adventure perhaps. 
Funnily enough I surprised myself by putting the budget at the bottom of priorities. 
What we wanted was something a bit different. 

Several suggestions come back after a couple of days, but she did say, “try Ischia, I 
went there with my family – not the prettiest island, not vast amounts to see and do, 
but ‘this hotel’ has an amazing view… and that is really what you want” 

Oh my, TripAdvisor is great .. lots of pics and sold on the view. She did say its a bit 
over the target budget and there is other stuff, but what do you think ? 

Sold ! 

  

So what about Budget ? 

So the circa £1,500 was paid to cover the flights and hotels (yes a shorter trip as the 
ferry times make it very tight to make the flight home so one less night and a stay by 
Naples airport). We had to book the ferries ourselves (link provided) and get from the 
airport to ferry terminal (rip-off taxi). It is not a package holiday after all – leave your 
bucket & spades at home ! 

By the time we have done with UK airport parking and getting to the hotel we are 
knocking on the door of £1,750. And this is just B&B – lots more to add yet. 
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Then I find I left smart trousers at home and the hotel won’t let me in the dining room 
without any … so a quick trip into town for a ‘designer’ pair of German yellow 
trousers (I know … but they really are nice – since going ‘FIRE’ I am discovering the 
colours ha ha). 

So now £1,880… 

The hotel is not that big, limited menu, hotel priced drinks etc so we had always 
planned to eat in one of the may harbour restaurants. Again, not that cheap and as 
we discovered, this island is a weekend retreat for the great and good of Naples 
being no more than a 90 minute ferry trip. 

So a night out including food, drinks and taxi back (hotel is out of the town on a hill 
overlooking the bay) then a spend between £120-£150 per night so far…. nice food 
(a Pistachio Tiramisu just to utterly die for) but cosmopolitan prices. Yes we could 
eat cheaply and get a bus, but why bother. We are on holiday right, we are not on a 
fixed budget or we would have booked bucket & Spade right !! 

So a back of the fag-packet calculation would rather suggest that (including the 
cattery fee for our moggies) we will probably not be far of £2,800 for 6.5 days in the 

end. I find it ironic we go on holiday and cats get a prison  

The point is not one about budget control, having or not having money, but on the 
general principle. The whole point of RE is to enjoy life and the experiences it brings. 
The experience we can get. The joy we can see, do and give … right ? 

Earlier in the year when I started blogging I did so mainly so I could organise my 
random thoughts and force myself to write them down. Make sense of them. Try and 
figure out have I just been plain lucky, or is there more to give. 

The blog is a means to share and hopefully makes others think in the way I have 
after reading other articles and thoughts. One of my earlier blogs was about 
budgeting and just understanding what we spend money on. As a result, I created a 
nominal amount for this year of £8K for holidays, travel etc and fed that into my 
forward cash-flow plan. Just a random amount starting from the ‘I have some money 
available this year’ + ‘It costs X on average for a week away’ + it costs ‘Y on 
average’ for a weekend away…. how may weeks and weekends do we think we can 
do ….. have we got enough money available … £8K … nominal. … I have no idea 
how else to do his really and this is a transition year for us anyway. 

I know its there if I need to use it, but also I have the option of spending less (or 
more if I choose). There is no glidepath, just an amount I know will not cause a cash-
flow problem this year if I choose to do it. 

So the fact I thought ‘a few days away somewhere sunny for say £1,500’ and we 
have ended up spending not far off twice that does not matter. We still have ‘budget’ 
left and if it became an issue later in the year we can just not go on one of the trips 
we plan to do for example. 
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My wife said yesterday at dinner a mumbled ‘we can afford this ?’. “Yes” came the 
reply. It is not that £8K for the year is sacrosanct – we could spend more and if I go 
visit some friends in New Zealand later in the year (a possibility) I most certainly will. 
The point is I blocked of a lump in a plan for us to use and at least notionally draw 
against. I have a rougher budget for the next 2-3 years and then on so I know what 
we need, what options there are and what we definitely cannot do without stressing 
our investments. 

A household spend budget/profile is just that… a plan for us to keep control. It 
matters not if we spend less and if we spend more, it just means we need to re-visit 
a more forward view to keep control. 

However, the real point was that whatever we did we enjoyed, and we created 
memories. 

This is surely the only point of Fat-Fire !! 

Could we have spent less and had a great time ? – yes 

The hotel is OK, not the 4* it claims, the food is OK, nothing dazzling, The staff are 
OK, Town a bit grubby, Island not that interesting (which we knew from other 
people), but the view overlooking the end of Bay of Naples is to absolutely die for…. 
a glorious place on the hills overlooking the town (and dull castle) to watch to boats, 
ferries, see Mount Vesuvius in the distance and just relax with a nice glass of Red 
wine. 

Memories of the town will fade as one of any number of also-ran holiday/fishing 
ports. The view of the bay is etched and will stay a lifetime …. 

A glass jar with some children’s scribbles, £3 grand on a view overlooking a bay ? .. 
it maters not. What matters is we create beautiful memories. 

… so what price a beautiful memory?  

Go create memories and don’t worry too much – make a future adjustment if 
needed, but don’t let a fixed budget stop you creating memories and seeing our 
beautiful world. 
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Wedding  …. or Retirement Savings?  

 

30th July 2019 
 

I was reading a paper online today and came upon an article about wedding costs. 

The average wedding the UK now costs 30K (so a leading rag says and backed up by 

Bridebook.co.uk … actually its £30,355 so they claim) … wow. But I guess that includes the 

obligatory stag & hen weeks in Ibiza or Majorca. Includes the monumental honeymoon and all 

the bling and trappings. 

Weddings are big business. 

Not very long about our niece got married – she had all the barbie bling. Shiny shiny; 
horse drawn carriage etc etc etc followed by a couple of weeks in the Maldives. (Can’t 
argue about the last one as we had our honeymoon there !!). 

Our niece was 23 (coming on 24) and her husband the same age. I doubt the wedding 
and everything cost £30K, but it would not entirely surprise me if the better part of 
£20K was not spent. 

What if… what if …. half had been spent (say £10K) and the other £10K invested. 

With a real terms growth rate of 3% (after fees and inflation), in 40 years (so aged 
63/4) that lump would be around £32K in real terms. 

So going back to the £30K touted by the rags. If a very modest £5K was spent. 
Something intimate and a week away in Portugal (a lovely place), and £25k invested 
that would give around £80K (in real terms). 

So how much do you need ? – a common question  

We have calculated (and I detailed in an earlier article) a summation, and around 19K 
pays the basic bills. Add a few odds & sods and £24-£25K is a modest retirement. Does 
not pay for a new car every 3 years, or several holidays a year, but a modest life. 

Using a very sustainable Withdrawal Rate of 3%, that 80K would generate a real terms 
income of £2.4 – £2.5K. So that £25K invested to an earlier retirement would generate 
around 10% of retirement income. 

….. for life ! 

Another way to look at it is a stag & hen do in Spain, one day with all the all the 
trappings & bling, mega honeymoon etc etc etc that however nice the memories, they 
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will fade and be replaced by other memories has a real value of 10% of needed 
retirement income 40 years down the road.. 

Now that is food for thought !! 
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When is a Side Hustle Part of Real Income ?  

 

4th August 2019 
 

When is a Side Hustle not a Side Hustle ? 
  

NOTE: In no way is the following muse having any go at an individual, being 
critical of anyone’s output or anything like that …. just an observation and 
comment that I hope give pause to reflect and think. 
 

  
I don’t know about anyone else, but I do follow a few FIRE blogs and some interesting 
articles. I do look regularly at new contributors and keep getting struck by the notion of 
a ‘Side Hustle’. 
  
One of the things I keep seeing is the people speaking of it and making reference enough 
times to make me notice tend to be ones who blog a lot and have very active web sites. 
  
So what actually is a side hustle ? Is there a definition or scope I wonder ? 
  
Me myself I don’t really have any, but in a very real sense my wife does. I play the 
bagpipes and although I don’t play anywhere near as much as I used too, I did used to 
play at weddings and funerals a fair bit over the years but not any more (really cannot 
be bothered any more). A nice few quid that was too. An old pipe band chum of mine 
essentially does it professionally playing at anything up to 5 or 6 funerals a week and a 
few weddings over the year also. Going rate in England varies, but a funeral will be 
between £100 and £150 (sometimes a bit more for big events) and a wedding will start 
at £200 and go upwards for the all-day and evening playing. Scotland of course has 
lower rates (a lot more competition !!). 
  
So if I contacted a few funeral parlours and put my name about I could quite easily make 
two or three grand a year if I chose. 
  
My wife is a seamstress (big hobby but very very good). She does dress alterations and 
embroiders polo shirts, makes cushions and the like. Over a year its a few 100 quid and 
occasionally more. She picks & chooses and does not charge a lot as she loves doing it. 
The  money really just pays her consumables, her sewing gaggle weekends away and 
annual maintenance of her (very expensive) embroider machine. 
  
These are side hustles. Looking at our combined income this would be at best be a tiny 
percentage of that … small fry… a real side hustle. 
  
What I keep seeing in the FiRe-blog-sphere is people putting 2,3 or 4 articles a week and 
generalised waffle about with fanfare and ra-ra. They have many 100’s and in a lot of 
cases 1,000’s of followers and lots of click-bait and advertising on their sites. Those that 
publish about their ‘income’ do so it seems to show what can be done (even though it 
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rather comes over sometimes as gloating). These ‘side hustle’ incomes can be  20, 30 or 
40%+ of their total income. 
  
Not a side hustle at all – really Its a lifestyle choice., a job. It is clear in a few cases at 
least retirement is rather dependent on these income streams – I do wonder about the 
sustainability…… but it is all individual choice after all and is that not what FiRe is really 
about – choice ! 
  
So how does this help us with defining what a ‘side hustle’ actually is then ? 
  

• we could say that its total should be small enough to not matter 

• We could look at it as a percentage of total income (say not more than 10%) 

• We could look on it as being unnecessary to what we need to live well (ie it is not 
the difference between a basic living and more towards the mid or fat-fire end). 

 
Or we could just recognise it for what it should be …. a bit of pocket-money on the side 
for doing something we really enjoy. 
 

— 
I do hope no one has been offended – just making an observation 
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